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Barre Vida®
1213A Bergen Street 
Brooklyn, NY, 11213
310-498-6794
www.barrevidausa.com

For more information:
Joanna Stone
barrevida@protonmail.com
310-498-6794

Wednesday, May 8, 2019

BARRE VIDA® WORK STUDY

Company: Barre Vida®
Location: Brooklyn, NY
Compensation: Work in return for barre certification

 

joanna Stone

BARRE VIDA® is a barre fitness method that offers certifications to teach barre in a gym, dance studio, fitness center, etc.  Barre Vida classes
can be found in NYC and Brooklyn and Barre Vida certified instructors are teaching nationwide.  Barre Vida is holding a training in Brooklyn. 
Dancers are encouraged to apply as we are looking to place some instructors in studios in NYC and Brooklyn immediatly. We are offering one
work study position that can reduce the training cost for office hours worked. Looking specifically for dancers who also are proficient in excel
and social media marketing. Familiarity with mailchimp and square space is a plus. 

 You must be able to attend the training on June 15th and June 16th and be able to put in at the least 10 hours of office work before then and
at the most 20 hours.  We are holding the in person training at Loom Barre and Piltates in Buschwick, Brooklyn.

Included with the certificate is a listing on the website, yearly access to the online manual and videos, monthly playlists, bio/headshot on
website, and studio job referrral.  Being a barre insturctor is a great part time job for dancers!!  

Most barre instructors make $30 - $50 an hour for classes and $50 - $70 for private trainings. This is an amazing way to teach one to two
hours a day, make good money, and have time to dance!

Please visit the webiste  email us, note if you are interested in the work study and we will get back with you. Thanks! Joanna from Barre Vida
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